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Ernest and the heads of the Northern disciple families quickly followed Stanley. Soon, 
Stanley and Auric arrived at the high stands. They bumped into Philip, and the two 
parties confronted each other from two ends. 

Stanley snorted and said, “Young Patriarch Clarke, congratulations for taking five 
consecutive wins. What a surprise.” 

Philip smiled and looked at Auric beside Stanley. He said, “Young Master Berry and 
Young Master Singer, are you ready to take the stage?” 

Stanley smiled and said, “We have to win one round, right?” 

“I’m afraid to disappoint you, Young Master Berry. The next five matches will still belong 
to us,” Philip retorted, not to be outdone. 

Hearing this, Auric immediately snorted and said, “Philip Clarke, don’t be complacent. I 
hope you can survive the match against Young Master Berry so that I can personally 
finish you off!” 

Advertisement 

Philip raised his eyebrows and said, “As you wish. I’ll definitely live well.” 

The competition resumed again. The sixth round was about to begin. 

The host took the stage, which had been dealt with urgently. All the deep pits had been 
filled in and restored as new. 

“The sixth round will officially begin with Fennel Leigh from the South against Auric 
Singer front the North!” 
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Following the host’s announcement, the audience cheered wildly. In particular, the 
audience on the northern side seemed to be venting their frustrations from the previous 
defeats in their cheers and shouts! 

“It’s Auric Singer, the eldest young master of the Singer family! He’s finally up!” 

“Auric will win this for sure! He’s a kingship holder, not someone the contestants from 
the previous matches can compare to!” 

“The battle of the kings is so exciting! I can finally see it!” 



Following the cheers and shouts of the crowd, Auric stood on stage in a green casual 
outfit. His figure was tall, straight, proud, and independent like a javelin. Standing there, 
he seemed invincible. 

“Auric Singer!” 

“Auric Singer!” 

More than half of the audience shouted Auric’s name, which resounded through the sky! 

As for Fennel, he walked onto the stage but no one applauded or called his name. That 
was because he was so ordinary that no one knew him. Auric, on the other hand, was 
famous throughout the Northern supernatural disciple world. Even the disciples of the 
Southern supernatural disciple world were a little shocked upon hearing Auric’s name. 
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Fennel went on stage and looked around at the roaring crowd. Once upon a time, he 
was also the main focus. However, since he left Nonagon and established the Hall of 
the Sun in the West, his reputation in the country had completely disappeared. Only few 
people mentioned him here. 

Auric stood with his hands behind his back, looked at Fennel on the opposite side, and 
said, “Fennel Leigh, I’ve heard of you. Once the king of the fifth zone, your name is still 
on the Hero’s Monument in the Nonagon. However, that’s all in the past because my 
name is above yours on the Hero’s Monument.” 

Hearing this, Fennel shrugged and said with a smile, “It seems that you’re more 
powerful than I thought. It’s your honor to have your name engraved on the Hero’s 
Monument.” 

“That’s right. It’s my honor, not yours. As a traitor of the Nonagon, you no longer have 
the right to leave your name on that monument. Today, I’ll kill you with my hands and no 
one will know your past!” Auric said coldly. 

Fennel raised his eyebrows and said, “The Singer family is as arrogant as ever. I really 
wonder where you get your confidence from. Before this, I want to confirm one thing. 
Does your Singer family have anything to do with my sister’s incident back then?” 

Auric said, “Since you already know, why ask?” 

Hearing this, Fennel took a deep breath and said, “In that case, you can only die in my 
hands.” 

With that said, a red sword of kingship suddenly appeared in the sky! 
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Fennel’s sword of kingship shone brightly with scorching red waves as it hung in the air. 
In an instant, the kingship energy field shrouded the entire venue. 

The area fell dead silent! All shouts and cheers ceased to nothingness! 

All the spectators were dumbfounded. They gulped nervously, and their foreheads were 
full of cold sweat. Everyone stared at the huge red sword of kingship in the sky! 

Fennel Leigh was also a kingship holder! 

Boom! 

The audience exploded! The battle between two kings! 
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Scary! 

This exceeded their expectations for Fennel. They thought he was just an ordinary 
disciple, but he turned out to be a king. This match was a battle between two kings! 

“Gosh, what did I see? He’s also a king of disciples!” 

“Unbelievable! It’s too exciting! A fight between two kings!” 
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“The following match will be amazing!” 

“But since when did a kingship holder appear in the South?” 

Everyone discussed incessantly. 

On the high stands, Ernest panicked when he saw Fennel’s sword of kingship. He 
muttered under his breath, “Kingship holder, Fennel Leigh, it’s him!” 

Suddenly, Ernest looked at the indifferent Philip on the side. His mind cleared. If he 
guessed correctly, Fennel was the king who disappeared from the country a few years 
ago. He did not die but returned at this time. 

At this moment, Philip looked at Ernest, whose face was dark and agitated. He said, 
“Villa Master Turner, don’t be agitated. Just watch the match.” 



Hearing this, Ernest clenched his fists, looked at Stanley at his side, and said, “Young 
Master Berry, he’s…” 

Stanley smiled slightly and said, “I know. Just calm down and watch the match.” 

Hearing this, Ernest fell silent and focused on the stage. This match was very important. 
If Auric won, they would make a comeback. If Fennel won, there was no need to 
continue the following matches. 
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On stage, when Auric saw Fennel’s sword of kingship, he sneered as his aura surged. 
Suddenly, a new sword of kingship appeared the opposite of Fennel’s red sword of 
kingship in the sky. This new sword of kingship was lavender with purple stripes circling 
around. The hilt of the sword was a ferocious purple chimera with jaws wide open. The 
sword was a tooth-like blade. 

When this sword of kingship appeared, the audience exploded again! 

Purple Chimera King! 

That was Auric’s honorary title! 

At once, Auric’s kingship energy field also unfolded over the entire venue. The venue 
was also split in two by the kingship energy fields in red and purple. 

“Fennel Leigh, the Red Dragon King, I’m glad to have this fight with you,” Auric said 
coldly with strong fighting intent. 

Fennel said blandly, “So, the purple chimera born back then was you.” 

Auric raised his eyebrow and said, “No, you’re wrong. The power of kingship of this 
purple chimera actually belonged to your sister, but she sacrificed it to help me achieve 
greatness. Over the years, my fusion with the purple chimera’s source of kingship has 
become much closer.” 

While saying that, Auric looked at Fennel’s gloomy face and said with a smile, “Do you 
feel heartbroken? Your sister’s death was actually planned by our Singer family and 
those people. Two siblings with two kingships made many people envious and jealous. 
It’s a pity that your sister became my sacrifice.” 

“You seek death!” Fennel roared angrily, and the power of the red dragon on his body 
suddenly reached its peak! 

Boom! 
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Fennel sprang into action and punched Auric in a red streak of light. Auric frowned with 
disdain and met Fennel’s attack. 

A fierce battle erupted instantly! 

Red and purple figures jumped around the stage. Every punch was aimed at the flesh, 
and hangs could be heard constantly. 

The raging power of rules also filled the entire venue. They fought from the ground to 
the air. The newly restored stage cracked in an instant. This was the terrifying energy of 
the kings’ power! 

If not for the special items at the venue to suppress the battle of the kings, this place 
would have been reduced to rubble! 

A huge egg-shaped stone with special runes engraved on it glowed with a bright sky-
blue in eight corners of the venue that suppressed the battle power on stage. All the 
energy and power of rules that surpassed the threshold value were absorbed by these 
stones. 
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In the air, Fennel and Auric had exchanged more titan a hundred blows with no 
apparent results. 

“I admit that you’re very strong, but your glory is destined to be wiped out after this fight 
with me.” 

Auric sneered at this moment and raised his hand where a purple chimera spear had 
appeared. 

The purple spear was full of complex runes like armor, and the head of the dark purple 
spear glowed brightly with the carved pattern of the purple chimera. The moment the 
purple spear appeared, the aura on Auric’s body increased and reached the peak 
allowed by this venue. His cold eyes turned to lavender as he said to Fennel sinisterly, 
“Today will mark your death! Your sister died in my hands and so will you! I’ll take your 
red dragon kingship power!” 
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Fennel was full of anger. His eyes instantly turned red, and the red dragon halberd 
appeared in his hand. Dragon growls resounded throughout the venue. 



“All of you are sinners. I want to kill all of you with my own hands to avenge my sister!” 
Fennel roared solemnly, and the killing intent in the corner of his eyes could no longer 
be suppressed! 

Boom! 

Abruptly, two red and purple figures quickly collided in the sky like two streaks of light! 

Clang! 

The crisp sound of metal collision! 

The red dragon halberd and the purple chimera spear collided in a burst of earth-
shattering energy pressure. The terrifying energy was instantly released and filled the 
entire venue. The audience could hardly stay still in their seats because of this burst of 
energy. 

The carved runes on the eight huge stones dazzled brightly as they desperately 
absorbed the energy and power of rules from the sky. The roars of dragons and 
chimeras resounded throughout the venue! 

On the high stands, Stanley looked at this scene indifferently and said with a nod, “As 
expected of the Red Dragon King. He’s very powerful, indeed. It’s a pity that he 
betrayed the Nonagon. Only one outcome will be waiting for him.” 
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On the competition stage, Fennel and Auric quickly broke apart. 

“Very good! But it’s not enough! If this is all you have, I’ll kill you here today!” Auric said 
smugly. 

It was as if in his opinion, Fennel was doomed to fail. The heroes of the past were 
nothing more than history. Fennels’ face was cold and stern as he looked at the haughty 
Auric. He said, “You’re very arrogant, and arrogance comes at a price!” 

With that said, a red dragon appeared from the halberd and pounced on Auric with a 
roar. 

Auric frowned as he looked at the approaching red dragon. A sharp glint flashed from 
the corner of his eyes! 

What a strong aura! 
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He responded quickly. With a flick of the purple chimera spear in his hand, a streak of 
purple light slashed at the red dragon. This powerful blow struck down from the sky like 
a vast ocean! 

Boom! 

Purple light collided with the red dragon with a burst of raging energy pressure. 

After that, a cold red light broke through this terrifying energy and stabbed Auric. 
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Auric seemed to have been expecting it With an indifferent smile on the corner of his 
mouth, he slashed out with the purple spear in his hand. It collided with the red dragon 
halberd with a loud clang. 

This sound almost deafened everyone. The terrifying energy fluctuations raged 
immediately! 

“As I said, your strength is not enough!” Auric said coldly as a hint of anger flashed in 
the corner of his eyes. 

Then, he kicked Fennel violently. Fennel retreated and swung the red halberd in his 
hand, fighting with Auric. Every blow was accompanied by earth-shattering energy 
fluctuations. 

All the spectators were dumbfounded! 

“This guy is too strong. Who exactly is this Fennel Leigh? Have you heard of him?” 

“I don’t know. A king who suddenly appeared out of nowhere could actually fight on par 
with Auric Singer.” 

“Look carefully, it’s a red dragon. If I remember correctly, there was a Red Dragon King 
in the country a few years ago, but I heard that he betrayed the Nonagon.” 

For a time, more news circulated about the red dragon kingship holder. The spectators 
also learned about the Red Dragon King from various news. On the high stands, the 
patriarchs of the North and South disciple families also discussed it. 
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“It’s him! Red Dragon King Fennel Leigh!” 



“I never expected him to return after so many years!” 

“Back then, the Red Dragon King shot to fame in one battle and made a scene at the 
Nonagon. His strength is extraordinary! In this match, I think Auric is in danger.” 

Memories of the past were still deeply etched in the minds of these patriarchs. 

“Hehe, everyone is exaggerating. He’s an outdated king who has left the country for 
many years. How could he be a match for Auric?” Among them, some patriarchs 
belittled Fennel. 

“You probably don’t know Fennel. His combat power is definitely not what you see now,” 
Another patriarch said. 

“Let’s see how amazing he is!” 

At this moment, a change came over the battle on stage. Fennel fell from the sky and 
smashed the red halberd on Auric. Auric raised the purple spear in his hand to block the 
attack above his head. 

However, he was too late! 

Clang! 

With a crisp clang, dazzling energy fluctuations exploded! 

Auric’s figure was smashed down heavily! 

Boom! 
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The spectators stood up when the explosion happened. 

Auric Singer was sent crashing heavily to the ground, the impact forming a deep pit. The 

entire stage cracked once again like a spider web. 

Hiss! 

Everyone gasped. 

https://t.me/theamazingsoninlaw


Fennel’s eyes were bloodshot, and his body blazed with red energy as he hovered in the air. 

He held a red halberd, and a long majestic red dragon formed behind him. 

Everyone was shocked by this scene! 
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Auric lost? He was a king! He was beaten down just like that? 

The patriarchs who were mocking Fennel just now scowled. This was too embarrassing. 

Ernest’s heart also twitched as he felt restless and wanted to stand up. 

However, Stanley said blandly, “Don’t worry, it’s not so easy for a king to lose. This is just a 

small victory.” 
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Sure enough, after Stanley said that, a figure glowing with purple energy jumped out from 

the deep pit and landed steadily on stage. 

The crowd boiled! 

Those ardent women were particularly excited to see Auric standing intact on stage. 

Auric lightly brushed off the dust on his body and raised his eyebrows to look at Fennel who 

also landed on the ground. He said with a sneer, “You’re much more powerful than I 

thought.” 

Fennel swung the red dragon halberd in his hand, and sparks flew. He pointed the halberd 

at Auric and said, “Are you ready to die?” 

Auric laughed coldly and said, “Arrogance! You’re just a traitor. What can you do to defeat 

me?!” 

With that said, Auric charged forward in close combat! 

Every fist was to the flesh, and every punch collided. They all burst with terrifying energy 

fluctuations. 



Boom! 
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Bang! 

Auric’s punch landed heavily on Fennel’s left shoulder. Fennel’s kick also landed on Auric’s 

waist! 

Boom! 

The two of them were sent flying several meters away, leaving a long ditch on the ground. 

Auric wiped the blood that spilled from the corner of his mouth and looked at Fennel, who 

was also injured. 

He said, “As expected of a king from the fifth zone. However, if this is all you have, you 

won’t have any chance of winning!” 

Fennel smiled lightly and said, “You can try.” 

Bang! 

With that said, the two fought again! 

Auric rushed out like an arrow with raging energy pressure on his right fist that weighed a 

ton and punched Fennel. It was very quick and powerful! 

Boom! 

Fennel had no time to dodge and could only cross his arms in front of him to block this 

attack! 

Thud, thud! 

Fennel staggered back several steps before he stopped. Judging from the energy 

fluctuations emitted by the punch just now, it had reached the early stage of the kingship 

power in the sixth zone! 



As Auric’s punch sent Fennel staggering back, bursts of cheers came from the crowd! 

“Auric Singer!” 

“Go, Auric! Beat Fennel Leigh! Win the match!” 

Swish! 

 


